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Abstract: An international scientific and technological endeavor was set in motion by fundamental
discoveries and unifying vision of nanotechnology formulated about 2000, which has inspired the
National Nanotechnology Initiative (NNI).  A key challenge in the vision has been advancing a
sustainable society.  NNI involves over thirty U.S. research, development, and regulatory federal
agencies with a cumulative public R&D investment of about $38 billion by 2022.  NSF is focused
on upstream research in all areas of nanoscale science, engineering, education, and innovation.

The presentation outlines how nanotechnology contributes with new solutions to sustainable society
directly  through nanotechnology  applications  and pollution  mitigation  or  indirectly  by enabling
other  emerging  technologies.  Nanotechnology  provides  a  foundation  for  quantum  information
systems, wireless communication, semiconductors, and advanced manufacturing. Convergence of
nanotechnology with modern biology,  information,  cognition,  and artificial  intelligence  systems
generates expanded opportunities to address sustainable society.
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